
For the Academic Senate of CU and members of AS CU were elected for the electer term 1.2. 2018 – 31.1.2021:

Academics
1. Prof. MUDr. Zuzana Moťovská, Ph.D.
2. MUDr. Martin Havrda

Students
1. Tomáš Sychra, 4th year student, General Medicine
2. Metoděj Renza, 4th year student, General Medicine

Alternate representative of Academics
1. Prof. MUDr. Lucie Bankovská Motlová, Ph.D.
2. PhDr. Hana Svobodová, Ph.D.
3. Prof. MUDr. Pavel Kalvach, CSc.
4. MUDr. Jan Gojda, Ph.D.

Alternate representatives of Students
1. Bc. David Nahalka, 3rd year student, General Medicine
2. MUDr. Vojtěch Petr, student of PGS, 2nd year

Checked by Ing. Sádecká, secretary of AS 3rd FM CU

REPORT FROM STUDENT RESEARCH CONFERENCE OF MEDICAL FACULTIES OF THE CZECH AND THE SLOVAK REPUBLICS 2017

On November 14 and 15, 2017, the Student Scientific Conference of Medical Faculties of the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic was held at the Faculty of Medicine at University of Palacky in Olomouc. Students of twelve medical faculties of the Czech and Slovak Republics presented a total of 30 works in two days. A new competition was “Competition of audience” where students of the Faculty of Medicine of the ÚPO voted and they will compete in the faculty round of SRC 2018. The organizers prepared an interesting competition in urgent medicine for us which not only showed the students’ ability to react in crisis situations but overall revived the atmosphere of the conference.

Our faculty was represented by these students and fresh graduates with their presentations:

In the non-medical section:
Bc. Pavlína Hrdinová: Péče o seniory s demencí v nemocničním prostředí z pohledu sester

In the preclinical (theoretical) section:
Jan Rambousek: Mikroskopické metody ve studiu hypoxie jako faktoru vzniku diabetes mellitus

In the clinical section:
MUDr. David Šilhán: Vizuální hodnocení parietální atrofie mozku na magnetické rezonanci u Alzheimerovy nemoci

Members of the commissions were: PhDr. Hana Svobodová, Ph.D. (non-medical section), prof. MUDr. Romana Šlamberová, Ph.D. (preclinical section) a doc. MUDr. Jan Polák, Ph.D. (clinical section).

All of our students presented excellent performances and they managed demanding debates and were such dignified representatives of our faculty. In addition, Jan Rambousek ranked 3rd place in the pre-clinical (theoretical) section and MUDr. David Šilhan ranked 3rd place in the competition of spectators.
Congratulations to all students for their successful representation and thank to all members of commissions for their willingness and serious approach to the contestants’ evaluation.

prof. MUDr. Romana Šlamberová, Ph.D.
Vice-Dean for Postgraduate Studies and Student Research Activities

AWARD OF JOSEF HLÁVKA

On November 16, 2017, MUDr. Karel Kieslich was awarded of the Josef Hlávka Award for the Best Students and Graduates of Prague Public Universities, Techniques University in Brno and Young Talented Workers at the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic at the Chateau of Josef Hlávka in Lužany u Přeštic.

MUDr. Karel Kieslich graduated from General Medicine at the 3rd Faculty of Medicine. In addition to excellent study results, he has also achieved outstanding success in his pedagogical and scientific work. Since the third year he has been very enthusiastic to teach seminars, practices and autopsy lessons from anatomy and later physiology. Twice he was awarded of the Syllabus Chalk Award for the best student teacher at the 3rd FM.

Throughout his studies he devoted to the popularization of science and education outside the academic world. From year 2015 he acts as a lecturer, prefect and organizer at Summer Academy Discover, (unique event for talented high school students) where he leads the popular course of Medicine. He also works as a mentor in the Yoda mentorship program for secondary school students. In 2017 he won the popularity competition "Science slam of the Charles University" and took a number of lectures for the public (the Café Nobel) or the Lightworks in the Coworking Opera.

Currently he is studying at UCL (University College London) where he uses computational psychiatry to investigate the role of dopamine in depression and other psychiatric illnesses.
GERMAN INTENSIVE COURSES IN HEIDELBERG, GERMANY

INTENSIVE COURSES:
- all levels up to the prep. of the DSH-exam (entry requirement for German universities)
- all exams are recognized worldwide
- 80 contact lessons per month
- small groups for effective learning:
  - 7 to 15 participants
- 310.--- EUR / month
- close to the famous city centre
- accommodation available

Contact us for further information!

HEIDELBERGER PÄDAGOGIUM
Schloßestr. 129a, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany.
Tel.: 0049-6221-450046
Fax: 0049-6221-456618
deutsch@heidelberg-paedagogium.de
www.heidelberg-paedagogium.de
Let’s applaud

NEWLY APPOINTED ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR - ING. ŠUTA

After successful defense of the habilitation thesis "Processing Time and Frequency of Sound in Hearing System" at the 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, the Rector of CU prof. MUDr. Tomas Zima, DrSc., appointed the associate professor of medical biophysics, our assistant

Ing. Daniel Šutá, Ph.D.

with the effect from 1. 12. 2017

All members at the Institute of Medical Biophysics and Medical Informatics congratulate and wish many successes to the next work.